St David’s Harvest Trail

A brief exploration of one of the parables that Jesus told his followers.

1. The trail starts on the wall of the church hall. The wall facing the cars. You won’t take long to find it.

2. Next look at one of the windows of the Village Green Nursery School. There are lots of notices, but which one tells the story?

3. Find the gate to the Green. This one is easy to spot.

4. Walk through to the grass at the back of the church. The next part is nearby.

5. Walk around to the left. Follow the path towards Shenley Lane. Stop at the Vicarage gate.

6. The first part of the church car park has a collecting area for unwanted clothes. Maybe we have too many clothes.

7. Now finish up at the main church doors. Please fill in your barn pictures. Barns can be picked up from the hall on Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, and completed barns returned there too.